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Steel consumption needs years to recover, not months
But regional variation is very wide
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• Major steel end markets plummeted as COVID-19 lockdowns were imposed in March and April

• Recovery has been clear since May and June, but it takes an extended period to regain 2019Q4 

levels

• China is a very noticeable exception. Recovery is almost complete

• And since China is > 50% of global steel production and consumption, this boosts global averages

• Other regions trail badly

• And some end markets suffer lasting damage
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Construction consumes over half of global steel

• Global recovery expected for 2023Q1

• China leads as government stimulus and 

nearly complete recovery from COVID-19 

allowed a rapid and full rebound

• North American residential construction is 

healthy.  It is nonresidential that is hurt worst

• And the bottom does not come until late 2021

• Europe and South Asia largely recovered, but 

are stalling
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Motor vehicles is a very large consumer in more developed economies

• Global recovery expected for 2023Q1

• The fall in vehicle production was the deepest 

major steel consuming category

• China cut February and March deeply in targeted 

provinces

• South Korea partially suspended production in 

March and April

• April production was near zero in Europe, South 

Asia, Japan, and North America

• Light vehicles production is recovering strongly 

but other components are lagging
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Machinery and equipment waits for recovery of business investment

• Global recovery expected for 2022Q4

• If capacity is sitting idle, businesses will 

hesitate to invest in more capacity

• Also, idle machinery does not wear out

• Developing countries (China, South Asia) 

greatly outpace developed countries

• China is such a large share of consumption that it 

largely offsets continued weakness in Europe and 

North America
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Oil and gas mining is the weakest steel-consuming sector

• Global recovery expected in 2029Q1

• That is not a misprint.  Almost 10 years will be 

needed to regain pre-COVID investment

• Middle East and North Africa are recovering 

rapidly and will be the only growing region for 

years

• South Asia recovered quickly but new 

investment softens moving forward

• Tight oil in the United States is severely 

impacted
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IHS Markit, the leading source of critical information and insight, 

thank you for your attention


